Cyber Insurance and Incident Response Services

With the increasing number of cyberattacks, cyber insurance providers require a partner with extensive cybersecurity expertise to aid their insured clients in detecting and responding to attacks. Tevora’s Incident Response Team is uniquely qualified to be that partner. We have extensive experience collaborating with cyber insurance carriers, insured clients, breach counsel, and government agencies to minimize reputational and financial damage when attacks occur.

Proactive Services

**Insured Security Assessment**
A streamlined health check assessment for your insured clients that focuses on reviewing their environment for security risks, including security misconfigurations, internal and external vulnerability scans, and open-source intelligence threats. Dark Web scans are run for exposed credentials and sensitive data to enhance security posture.

**Insurance Readiness Assessment**
In-depth analysis assessing organizations looking to acquire cyber insurance or those with existing policies, to determine how well they have mitigated risk. It includes a full review of network infrastructure, security controls, policies, procedures, and IR plans. Areas of improvement are documented and provided.

**Compromise Assessment**
A threat hunting exercise that examines an organization’s environment to identify any existing or past evidence of threats. A comprehensive evaluation of the environment detects any comprehensive evaluation of the environment to detect any signs of suspicious or malicious activity.

**Tabletop Exercises**
Executing interactive, real-world simulations of cyberattacks to evaluate an organization’s IR plan, disaster recovery and business continuity plans, as well as the ability to combat ransomware, phishing, and other threats.

**Ransomware Readiness**
Our experts work to enhance response techniques to ensure that clients are prepared to respond swiftly and efficiently, minimizing any potential impacts.

Reactive Services

**Emergency Incident Response Support**
Tevora’s team is available 24/7, helping insured clients rapidly identify and eradicate threats. We offer guidance and incident management throughout the IR lifecycle to rapidly isolate and eliminate any identified threats.

**Digital Forensic Investigation**
Employing cutting-edge tools and techniques to conduct a thorough analysis of digital devices, systems, and networks, producing comprehensive reports that can assist organizations in mitigating the risk of future incidents.

**Remediation Support Services**
Hands-on expertise in carrying out remediation recommendations and provide guidance to assist clients in resuming normal operations. Our services minimize the likelihood of future compromise and employ best practices and lessons learned from the breach.

**Business Email Compromise Investigation**
Tevora’s comprehensive investigation services for business email compromise aid in promptly identifying and responding to potential email-based attacks. We leverage advanced tools and techniques to analyze email communications, reconstruct events, and deliver actionable insights to reduce the risk of future incidents.

**Catastrophic Event Support**
Support effort for catastrophic events in response to and recovery from significant disruptions to normal business operations. Utilizing comprehensive planning, preparedness, and response strategies reduces the impact of events, facilitates recovery efforts, and restore business continuity as swiftly as possible.
Your Trusted Partner
If you’d like to learn more about Tevora’s Services, contact us by phone at 833-292-1609 or by email at sales@tevora.com.

Go forward. We’ve got your back.
We live in a digital world, and your customers trust you to keep their information safe. We make it our responsibility to equip you with the information, tools, and guidance you need to stay out of the headlines [and get back to business].

Eyes on the future.
Tevora takes a long-term outlook and proactive approach to every engagement. We combine our technical knowledge with practical business acumen to produce and execute strategies that fortify your organization’s assets and build a foundation for the future.

Audit Standards
Our MBAs and CISSPs can help your organization assess and test against PCI DSS, PA-DSS, SSF, HITRUST, ISO 27001, STAR, SOC I, SOC II, MPAA and more.

TEVORA

Tevora offers a full range of services designed to anticipate and meet the changing needs of your enterprise.

Compliance
We assess, audit, and certify compliance across a comprehensive portfolio of cybersecurity standards.

Privacy & Risk
We help you craft strategies to meet the changing demands of privacy regulations and translate cyber risk into rich data to make meaningful business decisions.

Cyber Solutions
We help you plan, implement and integrate cybersecurity products that reduce your risk profile on-prem, mobile and in the cloud.

Penetration Testing
We test your systems, processes, and security with a world class team of certified hackers and security researchers.

Incident Response
We are a team of first responders, threat hunters, and incident containment specialists working with the latest tools and techniques; ready to serve when your business needs it most.

Cloud Security
We ensure you have provable cloud compliance as an output of your migration to the cloud.

Go forward. We’ve got your back.